Ventral Tegmental Area Dopamine Neurons Firing Model Reveals Prenatal Nicotine Induced Alterations.
The dopamine (DA) neurons found in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) are widely involved in the addiction and natural reward circuitry of the brain. Their firing patterns were shown to be important modulators of dopamine release and repetitive burst-like firing activity was highlighted as a major firing pattern of DA neurons in the VTA. In the present study we use a state space model to characterize the DA neurons firing patterns, and trace transitions of neural activity through bursting and non-bursting states. The hidden semi-Markov model (HSMM) framework, which we use, offers a statistically principled inference of bursting states and considers VTA DA firing patterns to be generated according to a Gamma process. Additionally, the explicit Gamma-based modeling of state durations allows efficient decoding of underlying neural information. Consequently, we decode and segment our single unit recordings from DA neurons in VTA according to the sequence of statistically discriminated HSMM states. The segmentation is used to study bursting state characteristics in data recorded from rats prenatally exposed to nicotine (6 mg/kg/day starting with gestational day 3) and rats from saline treated dams. Our results indicate that prenatal nicotine exposure significantly alters burst firing patterns of a subset of DA neurons in adolescent rats, suggesting nicotine exposure during gestation may induce severe effects on the neural networks involved in addiction and reward.